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Abstract 
Browser-based attribute exchange means protocols for a user of a normal web browser to send attributes, such as 
authentication or demographic data, to a web site. The best-known deployed protocol of this type in the real world is 
Microsoft’s Passport. We identify the privacy requirements on such protocols in a general consumer scenario, derive the 
main design decisions needed to fulfil these requirements, and present a protocol with these properties. Our emphasis lies on 
protocols that could be standardized and deployed short-term. 

1 Introduction 
Electronic commerce with end consumers has not fulfilled the high expectations of a few years ago. There are many 
possible explanations to that. By current consumer surveys, lack of trust, in particular with respect to privacy (here 
including protection from spam mail and unwanted phone calls) is the main reason for reticence. A second reason is that 
many services are not easy enough to use. A conclusion often drawn from this second observation is that there should be 
one-click or single signon features across the entire world-wide web. However, unless designed very carefully, such features 
can easily make the situation for trust and privacy even worse and thus be counterproductive. 
Classically, single signon refers to authentication. However, in an ecommerce scenario, authentication is not of primary 
importance, while obtaining payment and shipping data for a transaction is, and sites are typically interested in additional 
demographic or usage data. Hence we will not talk of single signon, but of attribute exchange. The next market observation 
currently taken for granted is that a large segment of users is not willing to install additional software for electronic 
commerce, neither for ease of use nor for privacy. Thus attribute-exchange protocols must work for this user segment, i.e., 
for people using nothing but a commercial browser. We call such protocols browser-based, and the feature zero-footprint. 
Another currently made precondition is mobility in the sense that a person should be able to use the protocols from varying 
browsers, such as several personal devices or even Internet kiosks. While we must stress that single signon from unknown 
browsers is dangerous for security, nobody is forced to do that, and thus we simply accept that this is a market requirement. 
The operational requirements we just listed exclude most existing solutions. In particular, classical form fillers rely on 
proxies to capture forms that query for data and try to fill them, e.g., see [Robo_99, Gato_99]. The proxies may be local or 
remote, i.e., on the user’s machine or at a third party. While the latter is not far from the zero-footprint and mobility feature 
(the user only has to set the proxy), we will see that a remote proxy also has privacy disadvantages. Besides, the current goal 
with attribute-exchange protocols is to make the designers’ life much easier by agreeing on a standard for attribute queries, 
while form fillers had the difficult task to analyze arbitrary forms for known attributes. Similarly, classical wallet solutions 
were designed either as proxies or as browser plug-ins on user machines [IBM_97, Pass_99, Zero_99]. For mere 
authentication, digital signatures [DiHe_76] are the technical single signon choice, but even if the corresponding PKIs were 
successful, signatures would not go far in our scenario because the main issue is the attribute exchange. Attributes can be 
transmitted in attribute certificates, e.g., as in [PKIX_01], but then still an actual exchange protocol has to be designed, i.e., 
in particular for transmitting such certificates with unmodified browsers. Furthermore, most of the attributes needed in 
general commerce do not need certification (e.g., the shipping address and user preferences). 
From the long-term research side, unlinkable credentials are a related topic, as invented in [Chau_85] and currently 
developed furthest in [CaLy_01]. Once again, however, such protocols need a browser proxy. Moreover, as they are the 
privacy-enhanced version of attribute certificates, they are overkill for most of the first intended applications of browser-
based attribute exchange: Most attributes are either identifying (like a shipping address) or do not need certification (like 
user preferences). Even payment information, which would and could theoretically need privacy and certification, is 
currently simply not realistic in that form. In this paper, we look at the simpler cases. Clearly, there are limits to our 
protocols that only unlinkable credentials and anonymous payments could solve. 
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This leaves us with a protocol class of which Microsoft Passport is the best-known representative (not fully published, but 
see [Micr_99]). Published efforts in the same design space, and with more flexible features, are Shibboleth and SAML 
[Shib_01, SAML_02]. A similar proposal, but only for authentication, is [Gola_01]. Another well-known player is the 
Liberty Alliance [Libe_01], but without detailed requirements or protocols so far. SAML (Security Assertions Markup 
Language) is primarily a message format for authentication and attribute assertions (and also authorization assertions), and 
for queries and responses about them. It allows so-called profiles, which correspond to entire attribute-exchange protocols 
using such messages. However, the only profiles standardized so far are core parts for single signon. Shibboleth, developed 
in interaction with SAML specifically for a university network, can be seen as a quite powerful additional profile if one 
extracts its protocol aspects. While certain privacy aspects are lacking, our proposals are quite close to it, and the quickest 
way to standardize them would also be as SAML profiles. 
In the following, we first consider the privacy requirements that one should make for browser-based attribute-exchange 
protocols. We then derive individual design decisions that follow from these requirements. Finally we show that protocols 
exist that combine all these design decisions without significant loss in efficiency or ease of use.  

2 Browser-Based Attribute Exchange 
Before the discussion of privacy, we briefly summarize the functional requirements on browser-based attribute exchange 
protocols, sketch the structure of such protocols, and summarize security requirements and limitations. 

2.1 Functional Requirements 
Browser-based attribute-exchange protocols should have the following functionality, as already mentioned in the 
introduction: 
• Case-by-case attribute exchange: The main functionality is that a web site wants to get information about a browsing 

user; the information items are called attributes. The attribute exchange should happen on a case-by-case basis. This 
corresponds to a cross-trust-domain scenario, where the different sites a user visits do not all need access to all 
attributes that some site knows about this user. (In contrast, in in-enterprise single signon solutions, all participating 
sites can simply use the same user registry, once a user has authenticated at a fixed entry point.) 

• Browser-based: The protocols should be usable from all common web browsers on all common machines. 
• Zero-footprint version: The protocols must even be usable if a user has no software specifically for attribute exchange 

besides the browser, and has not enabled any active content such as JavaScript, ActiveX and Java on the browser, e.g., 
for security reasons. They should even work for users who switch cookies off. (Implementation variants that exploit 
active content or cookies when available are of course allowed.) 

• Mobility: In this context, mobility means that the user moves from device to device, e.g., by using Internet kiosks. In 
particular, the protocols can therefore not rely on browser personalization features. 

• Flexibility: In addition, we would like the protocols to be flexible. In particular, they should allow multiple sites with 
attributes per user (which may or may not know of each other); user-chosen and certified attributes; and general-
consumer and closed-group usage; all in one protocol superset. 

2.2 Rough Overview of Protocols 
In all known browser-based attribute-exchange protocols, a site asking for attributes redirects the browser to another site 
that holds those attributes. We call them destination site and wallet holder, respectively, and say wallet for the attribute 
collection of one user at one wallet holder. The wallet holder authenticates the user and redirects the browser back to the 
destination site with the attributes. Usually, the query string of the URL is used for the attribute transport, because it 
survives the redirect, in contrast to the message body or a cookie. A POST is also possible, but needs an additional user 
click or active content. If the attributes are long, the query string may only contain a handle to them, while the actual 
attributes are transported directly. 
This scenario is shown in Figure 1. Clearly, in the zero-footprint mobile version, a person’s wallet holder must be another 
party. We call this a remote wallet. The security- or privacy-critical messages through the browser will be protected by 
SSL/TLS, a secure-channel protocol existing in all common browsers. If any authentication (under a name or a previously 
introduced pseudonym) is intended, the wallet holder will authenticate to the destination site; this is indicated by the seal 
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“W”. Authentication of the destination site, indicated by the seal “D” is needed if privacy only allows the release of certain 
attributes to certain destination sites. 
A detailed protocol, then with privacy features, is presented in Section 5. 

Destination site

Person P

Wallet, local 
or remote

Browser

Redirection:
handle or short 
attributes

D

W

Browsing
SSL

Long attributes
SSL

 

Figure 1 Rough overview of a browser-based attribute-exchange protocol. The dashed direct contact between 
wallet holder and destination site is optional. 

2.3 Security Requirements and Limitations 
Although we concentrate on privacy, it is useful to have the security requirements in the back of one’s mind. Moreover, 
there are clear security limitations for browser-based attribute-exchange protocols, which should never be forgotten. The 
requirements are: 
• Authenticity: If any authentication (under a name or a previously introduced pseudonym) is intended, only the correct 

user should be able to authenticate. In particular, man-in-the-middle attacks must be excluded. 
• Correctness of certified attributes: If some attributes are confirmed by the wallet holder or another party, these 

confirmations should be unforgeable. 
• Freshness: Where desired, it should be possible to guarantee freshness of attribute confirmations. 
Accountability of the user, in particular non-repudiation, is currently not a goal. (The zero-footprint and mobility restriction 
would also not allow it.) This also implies that accountability of the wallet holder cannot be a goal at present. Availability of 
the wallets is very important; however, it is more an issue of implementation than of the protocols. 
The main security limitations are the following: 
• Password security: All authenticity finally relies on the wallet holder reliably authenticating the user before sending 

attributes. This is typically done with a password, called single signon password, and for users choosing the mobility 
option there is no real alternative. Unless the wallet is local, this makes the password available for online guessing. By 
trying this for enough users, an attacker is almost sure to be able to impersonate some users to their wallet holders, and 
thus to all destination sites using this protocol. 

• Browser and OS security: A browser-based protocol cannot be more secure than the browser, at least in the zero-
footprint version, nor than the underlying operating system. In particular, a single signon password passes through the 
browser and operating system. This is particularly dangerous for the mobile scenario, where the user uses unknown 
machines. 

Other dangers are that a user is tricked into divulging the password, registration errors, and the usage of cookies, in the 
order of increasing amenability to design. Many details can be found in [KoRu_00, Slem_01] (see also [FSSF_01], but that 
only treats direct authentication). 

3 Privacy Requirements 
In this section, we describe the privacy requirements on browser-based attribute-exchange protocols. We concentrate on the 
use in a general consumer scenario, although the same protocols can also be used in more closed environments, where 
certain requirements can be relaxed. 
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3.1 Requirements 
Concrete privacy requirements can systematically be derived from the following generally accepted principle: 

Privacy principle: Privacy is “the right of individuals to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent 
information about them is communicated to others” [West_67]. 

Nowadays one also accepts purpose-binding of the information; that “determining” means at the minimum a visible policy 
of the “others” with opt-out choice for the individual; and that law may allow exceptions. The first consequence for 
attribute-exchange protocols is clear and universally accepted for a general consumer scenario: 
1. Standard attribute privacy: A wallet W should only send attributes it explicitly holds about a person P to a 

destination site D if P consented to that. 
Other consequences are more easily forgotten: 
2. Multiple roles: The principle also applies to “identifiers” of P. For instance, even an identifier UID agreed upon 

between a wallet holder and a person P, with no prior real-world meaning, should not be sent to all destination sites 
automatically. In other words, a person should be allowed multiple roles (and not only in the user-unfriendly way of 
multiple wallets). It is another question which destination sites accept users without an identification under a real-world 
name, and for which purposes. But it should at least be accepted where one currently browses without any 
identification, and the sites can profit from an attribute-exchange protocol by asking for non-identifying demographic 
or preference data. 

3. Indirect information: The principle also applies to indirect information, such as the person’s location or visited-URL 
trails.  
• Clearly, wallet holders should not be allowed to mine or forward such indirect information without consent. 
• Wallet holders should not even get such information without consent or a technical need. It seems unavoidable that 

a remote wallet holder obtains the identities of the destination sites a user P interacts with, both for the redirect 
back and for security against man-in-the-middle attacks. However, it is not necessary that the wallet holder obtains 
the exact URLs of the pages a user visits.  

4. Privacy from wallet holders: The principle also applies to the wallet holders as “others”. (A special case was already 
discussed under 3.) That is, no person P should be forced to trust a wallet holder W with all their attributes. In 
particular, P should not have to trust one specific W, but actually, not even any wallet holder. In other words, people 
should have the choice among multiple remote wallet holders, and be allowed to use local wallets instead. The latter is 
substantiated further in Section 3.2. 

Clearly, the zero-footprint option and the local-wallet option are mutually exclusive; a local-wallet user has at least the 
additional inconvenience to install and set up the local wallet. However, no additional inconvenience should result, so as not 
to exert an unreasonable price for privacy. 

3.2 More on Trust in Wallet Holders 
The argument about the need to allow local wallets may need more corroboration. (But recall that they are intended as an 
option, not as the only case.) One often hears three types of counter-claims, but they are not convincing. Privacy is not the 
only concern here: a wallet holder can also impersonate a user, which is technically more like a power of attorney than an 
ID card or other typical analogs. Being forced to allow someone impersonation would even essentially correspond to being 
put under guardianship.  
No perfect security: The first claim is that nobody would be forced to blindly trust a wallet holder, because wallet holders 
would handle the data in a secure environment, possibly even in tamper-resistant hardware (at least whenever it is 
unencrypted). However, while a secure environment is certainly important, no hardware that can withstand a determined 
attack by a wallet holder (necessarily a rich and technology-informed organization) exists at present, and probably never 
will. Thus indeed one has to trust at least the organization as such. Furthermore even in the financial sector, insider-fraud is 
not rare, which shows both that criminal energy exists in such places and that current actual data-handling procedures are 
not always successful against it. 
Trust is rare: The second claim is that nobody would be forced to trust a wallet holder, because almost everybody would 
trust one by themselves. However, consumer surveys show that this is not at all the case. For instance, in a recent Gartner 
survey where people were asked how much they trusted different types of organizations with (rather uncritical) data like 
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credit card number and address on a scale from 1 (low trust) to 7, no organization type got over 5 on average. Privacy 
surveys (e.g., [IBM_99, Harr_02]) show consistently that 80 to 90% of all people are concerned about privacy, and that 
25% are willing to get it even at a considerable price (in money or inconvenience). It is also known that about half of all 
people at least occasionally give wrong data to web sites. Specifically for browser-based attribute exchange, Gartner 
recently found that less than 10 percent of online consumers would be willing to exchange personal information in order to 
use personalized Web services, and that only 2 percent of consumers said they chose Passport for the convenience of single 
sign-in compared with 16 percent six months earlier [Wilc_02]. 
Use may become mandatory: The third claim is that nobody would be forced to trust a wallet holder, because nobody 
would be forced to use browser-based attribute exchange. However, even one quasi-monopoly provider of an important 
product or service can enforce such usage. While users may then restrict potential privacy violations by minimum usage of 
the protocol, they automatically become vulnerable to impersonation at all other sites that accept this protocol for real-world 
identifiers like names or email addresses. 

4 Design Decisions for Privacy 
We now derive individual design decisions that follow from the requirements made in Section 3.1. 

4.1 Consequences of Attribute Privacy 
First we consider how to realize the standard attribute privacy requirement. 
1. Flexible privacy policies: Clearly, a person should be given flexible choices as to which destination sites are allowed 

to get which attributes. Proposals for such policy languages and administration systems have, e.g., been made in 
[APPE_01, BLKS_01]. Not all details need to be standardized with the exchange protocol, because many are only 
between each person and their wallet holder or manufacturer. 

2. Authenticate destination site: By Decision 1, a privacy policy should allow the release of certain attributes to some 
destination sites and not to others. Hence the destination sites must be authenticated in the exchange protocol. A 
minimum is authentication by name, e.g., with an SSL server certificate. For elegant privacy policies, one will even 
need an infrastructure for attribute-based authentication, e.g., to recognize a destination site as a bank, a doctor, or a site 
with a certain privacy seal, but we do not see this happening for short-term deployment. 

P W D

Policy
authenticateset

attribute 
exchange

P  

Figure 2 Design Decisions 1 and 2: Allowing a person P to set a policy, and authenticating destination sites to 
apply the policy. 

3. Integrate real-time release: Policies are complicated. At least in the short run, we therefore expect that most people 
would not set a privacy policy in advance that covers a majority of usages. Therefore real-time release of attributes in 
the browser-based exchange protocol will play an important role. This means that the protocol allows the wallet to ask 
the user, via the browser, whether it allows certain attributes, e.g., a home address and a social security number, to be 
released to a certain destination site right now. 

4. Integrate policy data in request-response: In privacy policies, a release is typically not unconditional, but for specific 
purposes and with certain obligations such as future deletion. A wallet and a destination site must negotiate this in some 
way. The easiest way is to allow the inclusion of privacy promises in attribute requests, and of privacy restrictions in 
the responses. 
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Figure 3 Design Decisions 3 and 4: Asking the person P for her ok to release certain data to D, and exchanging 
policy aspects together with the attributes. 

4.2 Consequences of Multiple Roles, Indirect Information, and Local 
Wallets 

Now we consider the consequences of the remaining requirements. In particular, we have to design the protocols such that 
users who choose local wallets get the full benefit of them. This means that the wallet can act independently (without 
allowing another party to impersonate it) and without leaking unnecessary information. 
5. Minimum information by URLs: To prevent remote wallet holders from getting precise trails of a user’s browsing 

behavior, destination sites should use fixed URLs for the second redirection, fixed names, and random session IDs in 
the protocol. (In closed environments, this can be given up without endangering interoperability.)  

6. Allow public-key cryptography: The protocol must support public-key cryptography, because local wallets cannot a 
priori exchange symmetric keys with all potential destination sites, and using a key- or ticket-distribution center (e.g., 
as in Kerberos) allows the center to impersonate the wallet and gives it an unnecessary usage trail. We recommend that 
remote wallet holders also use public-key systems, so that they can also act independently. 

7. Allow nameless statements: It must be possible to transfer demographic data about an unidentified user. First this 
means that the statement format for transferring attributes should not require a fixed user identifier. (This is invisible in 
the protocol design as such; but one has to avoid unnecessary naming requirements in standards.) Additionally, if a 
local wallet is used and authentication in a role is desired, the wallet’s role key must not identify the wallet or its user. 
In other words, a wallet must be allowed different, unlinkable keys for a user’s different roles.  

8. Local-wallet compatible certificates: First, Decision 7 implies that self-certificates (or no certificates at all) must be 
allowed for role keys of local wallets. Secondly, for named statements, local wallets need rooted certificates. This 
means that the protocols must allow at least two-level certificate chains, or generally one level more than without local 
wallets. Typical protocols do not fix this anyway, but it may be important when deciding what statements can be 
transferred in a query string. 

9. Allow relative addressing: A local wallet, and thus its user, can also be identified by its address. We saw in Section 
2.2 that all known protocols need a redirect to a wallet. We must allow this to be to a path at localhost. (Once again, this 
just means that a standard should not make unnecessary requirements on the address format; redirects automatically 
also work for such addresses.) 

10. Direct connections opened by wallet: In protocols where attributes are transferred directly between the wallet and the 
destination site, typically the destination site contacts the wallet [SAML_02, Shib_01], and thus needs an absolute 
wallet address. This should be turned around, i.e., the wallet should get an address of the destination site in the first 
redirect and open the direct connection. 

Hiding the wallet address (Decisions 9 and 10) in this protocol layer is useful even though lower layers may identify a user: 
First, lower-layer information may be concentrated in fewer modules in the destination site and is thus less likely to be 
divulged accidentally. Secondly, if the lower layers provide some anonymization (from simple dynamic addresses assigned 
by the IP provider to complicated mixes [Chau_81]), anonymous addressing is not always implemented, while anonymous 
responses over a given connection usually are. 
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5 A Protocol with All these Properties 
So far, no protocol has been proposed that fulfils all our requirements. While even Microsoft endorses many such 
requirements in press releases, no sketch of a compatible federated protocol has been presented yet. Hence Shibboleth is the 
only detailed, flexible protocol we can consider. It is actually quite well designed for privacy, although a bit special in 
places given its specific university purposes (e.g., with specific URL-based privacy policies). In particular, real-time release 
has been considered, although with a message flow with unnecessarily many steps. For our more general purpose, mainly 
local wallets are missing, and thus Design Decisions 7-10. 

5.1 Overview 
A protocol that combines all our design decisions is shown in Figure 4. To allow for long attributes, this protocol transfers 
the actual attributes directly. (In [HTTP_99], URLs are only considered safe up to 255 bytes, which is quickly exceeded for 
attributes with signatures.) 

0. Browser accesses target resource (target)

1. Query for user's wallet location ()

User Destination  
SiteWalletBrowser

4. End of redirect to wallet ( " )

2. Return wallet location (wallet) }
3. Redirect to wallet (wallet, destination, dest_SID)

5. Authenticate user

Unless wallet 
already known

Unless user already authenticated}
6. Connect (destination, dest_SID)

7. Request (attribute_names)

9. Response (SSL_id, handle, 
attributes)

10. Return (return_address)

12. End of redirect ( " )

11. Redirect (return_address, handle)

8. Possibly real-time release (attribute_names, SSL_id)

Possibly repeat 
from Step 7 on

Link to Steps 0- 
3 by dest_SID

Link to Steps 
6-10 by handle

Extract SSL_id 
from SSL

 

Figure 4 Privacy-enhanced browser-based attribute exchange. Steps with dashed lines are only needed in certain 
cases. 

The basic structure is as described in Section 2.2: In Steps 3-4, the destination site redirects the browser to the wallet; in 
Step 5, the wallet authenticates the user; in Step 9, the wallet sends the attributes directly to the destination site; and in Steps 
11-12 the wallet redirects the browser back to the destination site. 

5.2 The Protocol Steps 
Steps 1-2, a query and response for the user’s wallet location, are necessary for allowing the user free choice among 
multiple remote wallet holders. In particular in the mobility case, neither the destination site nor the browser know anything 
about the user at this time, and thus the user must be asked. A possible form is shown in Figure 5. The radio button “it is 
local” leads to a redirect to localhost (Decision 9). 
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We would like to know something about you.
How can we find out?

No, I don't want to tell anything
I have a user name/password with you
I have a wallet and

... it is local

... my wallet holder is

You can see who we are and our privacy policy.

Submit

  

Figure 5 Example of the form for a wallet location query (Step 1) 

The redirect in Steps 3-4 uses the address wallet that was obtained. It transports a contact address destination and a session 
identifier dest_SID in its query string. By Decision 5, we do not typically transport the user’s original URL target here as in 
some other protocols because usually the wallet need not know it. 
Upon receiving such a request, the wallet first authenticates the user of this browser (Step 5). Then (Step 6) it contacts the 
destination site at the given address, including dest_SID so that the destination site can look up target and other parameters 
on which the attribute request may depend. This step must build up a secure channel, to guarantee privacy against outsiders 
for the following attribute request and response, and to ensure authentication of the destination site (Decision 2). We assume 
SSL/TLS for this, and let SSL_id be the name in the server certificate that the destination site uses. 
The destination site sends its request over this secure channel in Step 7. The request format must be standardized at least for 
the general consumer scenario; a possibility is to use P3P and its base data schema [P3P_02] directly as a query language 
(recall Decision 4). The wallet may happen to know all attributes that the destination site would like, and also have a 
privacy policy (Decision 1) that allows their release to this site. Otherwise Step 8, the real-time release, is necessary 
(Decision 3). A simple form for such a release is shown in Figure 6. Where the wallet knows the data, it distinguishes 
whether the user has already pre-authorized the release in a policy (green, vertical stripes) and where he has not (red, 
diagonal stripes); in our example the name and shipping address are pre-authorized, while the ID number is not. All fields 
are editable so that the user is not bound to a-priori choices. In our example, a user might delete the ID number and not add 
an income, because the fields are not mandatory. 

Your partner, SSL_id, would like the following data about you:

Name

Shipping address

National ID number

Your income

Reto Schmid

Seestrasse 1, 
CH-8800 Zürich

1111 2222 3333

 

Submit Cancel

Red : You probably don't want to send this
: They won't continue without this

 

Figure 6 Example form for a real-time release (Step 8). 

In Step 9, the wallet sends a response over the secure channel. Here Decisions 6-8 come in, i.e., if the response needs a 
signature, public-key signatures should be allowed, there should be no required name formats or fixed user IDs, and no 
fixed certification should be prescribed. For instance, all this is possible within the SAML format. The signed part of the 
response contains a handle (also called nonce or artifact), which is a freshly generated random number of sufficient length. 
It ensures the link between the correct browser and these attributes. It also contains the identity SSL_id of the destination 
site to counter man-in-the-middle attacks by dishonest destination sites. 
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If the destination site is not satisfied with the answer, it may repeat from Step 7. Otherwise it tells the wallet the address 
return_address to which the wallet should return (Step 10). By Decision 5, this address should be fixed, while the typical 
redirect to target should later be done internally at the destination site. The wallet carries out this redirect, including the 
handle in the query string. It is essential that this redirect is also via SSL. 
One easily sees that even without the privacy requirements, no drastic improvements in efficiency would be possible, in 
particular with respect to the number of messages and thus the main part of the latency. 
To improve the credibility of this protocol, we have worked a refinement of this protocol out as a SAML profile and 
integrated it into a research prototype.  

5.3 Security Considerations 
It is hopefully fairly clear by the design decisions that our attribute-exchange protocol as such does not violate the privacy 
requirements. In particular, no impostor can see attributes of a user by getting the real-time release request because the user 
is already authenticated in Step 5 (and not within Step 8, which would otherwise have been nice to decrease the number of 
user interactions) and because the same secure connection is used for the real-time release request. Similarly, an impostor 
cannot give an answer in the real-time release. Note, however, that some requirements are only fully fulfilled by higher 
layers, in particular by the details of the privacy policies used, the format for the attribute payload, and whether wallets and 
destination sites actually keep their privacy promises. Other requirements may in many situations be violated by lower 
layers, in particular the location secrecy. 
Authenticity may actually be less clear, and thus we treat it in a bit more detail. The basic idea is that if a destination site 
requires authenticity, it only accepts a Step-9 response signed by the wallet, and with its own name SSL_id and a name or 
identity idP of the person to be authenticated included. We also assume that the namespaces are such that no wrong wallet 
can confirm identity idP to an honest destination site. When the wallet signed this response, it only sent it over a secure 
connection to exactly this destination site SSL_id. Here we assume SSL security and safe handling of the destination site’s 
certificates. Thus an impersonation attack could only happen if a wrong user gets the nonce handle for this response. First, 
an honest wallet must have authenticated the user for idP in Step 5. Here we assume sufficiently good registration if idP  is a 
pre-existing identity, and that the authentication is correct. In particular, the single signon password must not have been 
guessed, or the user tricked into revealing it to anyone else, or the browser or operating system been hacked. The wallet 
sends the handle to the browser (in the redirect) still within a secure session with this user. If we assume that the browser 
does nothing with the handle except forwarding it in the redirect (or possibly showing the redirect URL to the user, who 
should then also do nothing with it), the only remaining way of impersonation would be that the redirect goes to an attacker. 
However, the address return_address for this came from the same destination site with name SSL_id, and we required that 
SSL is used, hence indeed the handle only goes to the intended destination site.  
A real proof of both privacy and security would actually be quite complicated, in particular because one has to formalize the 
assumptions about the browser and the user. This is in contrast to normal proofs of security protocols, where (for honest 
parties) one simply assumes protocol machines doing nothing but what is prescribed in the protocol. The main browser 
assumption, beyond HTTP and SSL conformance, is secrecy of the information from specific secure connections, here in 
particular the handle. This is a particular problem for the mobility case, where it depends on well-designed (non-)caching 
and that SSL connections do not survive when one user leaves the browser and another user comes, not even after crashes. 

6 Summary 
Browser-based attribute-exchange protocols can offer convenience to web users and seem widely desired by companies. We 
have investigated the privacy requirements on such protocols, when used in a general consumer scenario, that follow from 
general, accepted privacy principles. In particular, local and remote wallets must be able to coexist in one protocol. The 
requirements imply certain design decisions, in particular that public-key cryptography must be included and relative 
addressing of local wallets must be sufficient. We presented a protocol that fulfils all the requirements, while remaining 
very efficient, user-friendly, and deployable with standard components in short term. 
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